
                                                                                                        No. 54 West 46th St. 
                                                                                                        N.Y. Oct. 4th 1885. 
My darling darling Harry, 
       I mailed six sheets to you tonight, and yet am not satisfied.  I felt sorry that I didn’t 
answer yesterday’s letter this afternoon instead of writing all I did, but you know one of my 
characteristics is to plan about twice as much as I can possibly accomplish, under favorable 
circumstances, and about ten times as much as I can do when I have my usual luck.  The 
circumstances were favorable this afternoon, but my plan was too large.  So I’m going to try 
and finish it tonight.  My dearest Harry we both had a dreadful time last week didn’t we.  I 
know I can speak for myself, and your letter of Sept. 30th speaks for you.  Your letter found me 
in the same mood that you were in when you wrote it, and I could fully appreciate your 
feelings.  Darling when these attacks come on I think you are fortunate to be alone & have a 
place all your own.  I long so to get off by myself, and while the spell lasts I dont want to see 
any body.  I feel too horrible, and it really makes me irritable to have a crowd around 
constantly.  I long more than ever to go off  by myself and write to you, and it makes me 
dreadfully cross and disagreeable, because it always happens, at such times, that I have no 
place to go and be alone.  I feel this all the time, and it is an awful bore to have no place to call 
my own, & to be able to count on it, but tho’ I long sometimes for such a place, at other times I 
know that it helps me to have my family and friends around me, for it dos help me to keep up.  
If I could only have a room I’d feel all right.  I mean I wouldn’t care how small it was, if I could 
only be sure of having some place alone, where I could go and write to you.  So far I haven’t had 
much trouble but I know it is going to be dreadful when we have only the basement, and I will 
not be able to do as well as I have done.  I’ll write every day, but cant send more than two long 
letters a week.  Now if I had a room alone I could get so much comfort writing to you.  Of 
course I wouldn’t be happy, but I could get along much better than I do, when I am fixed so, 
that I cant write when I want to.  Now darling dont say a word about writing an unhappy letter, 
for you know if you felt so I am glad you wrote it.  I was awfully sorry for you but felt that we 
could sympathize with each other, for we were both in the same state.  Darling why will you go 
on worrying about the wedding and my feeling that I must do everything that others do.  I dont 
think that I have one bit more of the feeling than you have.  I‘d like to have our friends here, 
and I’m very sure that you are just as anxious as I am to have them, not at all because others do 
it, or not at all to make a show, but simply because we want them.  Now I never tho’t of making 
any “big blaze,” and I have tried to impress it upon you that I cant make one.  Harry I feel sure 
that I am less particular than you if there is any difference, but I think we feel alike about our 
wedding.  I know I am not a bit more anxious about it than you are.  It is bound to be very 
simple even if we decided to invite a good many.  It cant be any other way, & no one ever 
dreamed of having it any other way.  For instance take the invitations.  Am I any more fussy 
about them than you.  I certainly didn’t say any more against printed invitations, than you did 
last summer, and I know it would break you up as much as it would me to have our invitations 
printed instead of engraved.  It costs a good deal more for engraving, yet we are both unwilling 
to have printed invitations.  Now you cant deny this.  You are just as much opposed to printed 
ones as I am, even more so, and there are plenty of other things you feel about just as strongly.  
You cant deny that you tho’t Mame’s wedding was horrid, and that she owed their friends 
something more.  Now of course my position is very different, but I think more of my friends, 



for I wouldn’t have treated my friends as she did if I had been in her position.  Her father was 
cranky, but I know she could have managed him if she had made an effort, but she gave in to 
his idea of how it should be, and never tried to change him.  I bet Fannie will never have such a 
wedding.  Now of course I would not think of attempting anything fancy.  It will be plain enough 
to suit you, perhaps too plain.  You know you wish to have your friends, and have hoped to do it 
all along.  Now would you be willing to have them come and do without refreshments?  I know 
you wouldn’t.  Well suppose we have bread & butter and ice water.  It would keep them from 
starving or choking, but would you like to have such a slim spread.  It is all that is necessary, or 
more perhaps, yet I know you wouldn’t like it for our wedding feast a bit better than I would.  If 
we invite people it is our duty to provide for them, and you wouldn’t be satisfied with bread & 
butter for any ordinary supper, let alone your wedding supper.  There is no use of talking 
against our feeling that we must do things up to a certain scale.  They have got to be done up to 
a certain scale if we decide to invite our friends, not because others do it, but because we 
wouldn’t be satisfied to have everything horrid, & you have as much feeling about it as I have, 
and would want just as much done as I would.  We wont ape society people, and try to do a big 
thing.  We cant do it & wont try, but will have every thing as simple as possible, and yet to have 
things to satisfy you, will make good deal more work than you imagine.  A man doesn’t know 
any thing at all about such things, & “dont see why there need be any fuss,” and yet if things 
are not up to a certain scale, he is heard from pretty quick.  With all due respect to you my 
dear, I must say, that you are not easily satisfied with things that are not up to a certain scale.  I 
dont mean the highest, but up to a certain point, and I know my ideas are no larl larger than 
yours.  The only difference is, that I realize more about what it will be to get up even a plain & 
simple entertainment.  I know as well as you do that we will be poor.  We are that now, & so we 
would never try to do what other people do, but we have got to have some regard for custom.  
We need not invite any one outside the two immediate families, but it would be hardly fair to 
our friends if we can have them as well as not, and if we have them, we are bound to make 
them comfortable, and bound to consider their feelings to a certain extent, and when you talk 
so fine about being above any such thing, it rather upsets me, for I [ill.] know that you care 
about it as much as I do.  We will do what we can, and will have things nice enough, tho’ there 
will be no attempt at style or show, and then if any one wants to pick at & criticise criticize us, 
and find fault with things, they may do so, and it wont worry me any more than it will you.  We 
wont either of us care a cent, for such people are not worth minding, and they are welcome to 
think what they choose, but I do think that if we ask people, we are bound to do what we can 
for their comfort, and pleasure, and you think so too, and if I should be utterly regardless of 
either, you would be more annoyed than you think you’d be.  If no one (but ourselves) is to be 
considered, we ought not to invite any one.  There is no danger of what you seem to dread, 
“having a big blaze & then dying out in a little weak flame.”  I am no more anxious for a big 
blaze than you are, and couldn’t have one if I wanted it.  I have half a mind to let you plan it all, 
and am sure that you’ll go as far, if not farther, than I every tho’t of doing.  Dont you remember 
that talk about the invitations.  You compared my card with Tiffany’s engraving, & didn’t feel 
satisfied with my card, and so it is with many things.  Things that I am satisfied with, & think 
good enough, you dont like at all because it isn’t as fine as you think it could be.  You say “I 
could not help being kind getting bluish last summer, as I began to realize how strong an 
obligation you consider it to come up to a certain notch in this matter & sometimes when I am 



blue it worries me, for I cant help feel that perhaps you wont be able to be happy if you we 
dont have things as good as people may think we ought to have them.”  What we do, and how 
we live after we are married, is nobody’s business, and we haven’t got to consider them in the 
least, & dont care what they think.  We’ll live to suit ourselves, and live as we can afford, and it 
has nothing to do with other people, not even excepting our own families, but that has nothing 
whatever to do with the wedding.  You say we owe it to our friends to have a wedding which 
they can attend, and yet you dont seem to think the thing out at all.  If we invite them we have 
got to consider their feelings, and some times you act thoroughly unreasonable about it, say 
one time that we owe something to our friends, and then go for me for thinking the same thing.  
Mame Hays had a perfect right to have her wedding as she wanted it, and yet you criticized her 
as severely as any one, and said she owed something to her friends, and tho’t she was treating 
them very badly.  Now perhaps you’ll say it was none of your business, & what you’d think or 
say about it hadn’t any thing to do with it.  But do you think your friends have no claim on you?  
And that their feelings ought not to have any weight?  It’s so after a certain point, but if one 
asks them, and entertains them as well as one can afford, and they find fault then, I say their 
ideas about it dont, and ought not to have any weight with me, but up to a certain point we are 
bound to consider them.  They are all interested in it, and it does concern them too, and I think 
it would be pure selfishness to leave their feelings out of the question, if we invite them at all.  I 
notice that you feel as much obligation as I do to your friends, & to those around you, and I 
dont think it at all fair or kind for you to go for me as you do, that is, to say that you think I am 
going to be guided by others, and am too weak to be indifferent to what this one or that one 
will think or say.  If you think so it is as well to say so, but I am very much hurt because you 
think it, and I suppose you’ll go on thinking in spite of any thing I say.  I have always been noted 
for being too independent, and not caring enough for appearances, and what people think or 
say.  I have been corrected all my life, for letting people think any thing they pleased about me, 
and being altogether too frank and outspoken, and now you accuse me of being just the 
opposite.  I happen to know that I am not quite such a simpleton, tho’ I do love my friends 
enough to consider their feelings to a certain extent.  The girls are the ones who talked about 
having things very swell, and you seem to imagine that I feel the same.  I wasn’t as wild over 
your letter at first, but now it strikes me more forcibly, and I think it is pretty rough to be 
misjudged so.  You said another thing to prove that you had some ground for believing all this 
about me.  It was, “Do you remember last summer your feeling that you must do this and so 
because of the way the folks considered your appearance.  It bothered me to have you feel you 
must look thus & so because Sue or Mag or Carrie sized your clothes.”  Harry in my own house I 
would do as I pleased, but when I am visiting I must do consider the feelings of those whom I 
am visiting, not only because it is the proper thing, and because it is considered proper when 
one is “in Rome to do as the Romans do,” but because I feel I owe it to them, and I hope I’ll 
never become so indifferent as to visit a person & not regard their feelings.  I think your theory 
is a selfish one, but fortunately you dont live up to it, & dont practise what you preach in that 
particular.  You talk very fine about your indifference to the opinions of other people, but you 
consider their feelings as much if not more than I do.  I think it is our duty to try and do things 
to please our friends, and especially when they are entertaining us.  To do otherwise during a 
visit to away from home would be the very height of rudeness, which you wouldn’t be guilty of 
any sooner than I, and you are not selfish, tho’ any stranger might think so to hear your 



theories.  If I had been utterly regardless of anyone’s feelings at Madison, and had said “Oh 
who cares what they think?  I dont.  I’ll do exactly as I please, and if they dont like it they can do 
the other thing.  I’m not going to consider their feelings, and it makes no difference to me what 
they think or say?”  I know well enough that you would have been furious if I had acted so.  It 
would be positively insulting to visit them & treat them so, & you wouldn’t have stood it if I had 
done so.  If I cant visit them, and do as they like, then I will stay at home, for I shall always feel 
that I must consider the feelings of those who are entertaining me.  You do exactly the same 
when you visit, and when we keep house & have visitors I expect them to consider us & if they 
dont enjoy our way of living they needn’t come again.  If we care for our friends we owe 
something to them, and I guess you wont have any more style at our wedding than you can 
stand, and it wont be such a great contrast to our life afterwards.   If we go outside our own 
immediate families we will have to have a pretty large wedding, and even if we have as plain a 
thing as we can get along with, it will be a good deal of work.  For instance it will take more 
time to get up a supper for 75 or a hundred, than it would to prepare for just your family and 
ours.  My own cousins are not as much to me as some friends who are not related.  I care more 
for Maggie than for all the rest put together, but of course mamma would never get over it if I 
didn’t invite all Uncle Theo’s family, & Uncle Ten Eyck & Aunt Jennie & Maggie & Ed.  That 
wouldn’t make very many, but of course if they are invited the relatives on your side would 
have to be invited, and I wouldn’t think of giving preference to my side, but where there would 
be eleven or twelve on my side, there would be at least 20 on yours, and we’ll call that 32.  Now 
out of these, we cant find more than four or five who are very very dear to us.  We dont either 
of us rave over any of them, and if I had as many invited, I should not feel satisfied to leave out 
those I care more for.  At such a time I should care to have only those I we wanted, and cared 
for, & who cared for us, but custom or whatever it is lays down a law that we cant avoid 
without making trouble, & we both of us care too much for our mothers, father & sisters to 
offend them as it would do if we slighted their families, & so we must do as the rest of the 
people do.  It dont make any difference to me what the majority of those 32 people think, but I 
dont want to insult either your father’s or your mother’s, or my mother’s near relatives, not 
because of the way the relatives would feel as much as because it would hurt mamma & your 
mother and father to have us neglect or slight them and we must consider their feelings.  When 
we consider our own, we find that there are many people more distantly connected, and some 
friends who are not connected at all that we would want, and if we begin, think of the 
numbers.  Now I know you would rather have Mr. Lee present than John Stewart, but which will 
you choose if you cant have both.  John of course.  Why?  Not because you like him best, but 
because you will be obliged to do what is expected of you.  Now Harry I know you would feel 
this way, and would reason, John [ill.] is connected, and I suppose I must invite him, tho’ I’d 
rather ask Mr. Lee, but I suppose it wouldn’t do.  I know you couldn’t do any other way, without 
making a bigger row than you care to have.  I would have more courage about leaving the 
Snyders out, than you would have about leaving out John & Jule.  I wont invite any of Uncle 
Geo’s family.  They are related, but I dont care a cent if they are, & I wont have them.  Uncle 
Theo’s family I’d have on mamma’s account, tho’ if it came to choosing between Ada and Ted 
Snyder, Ted would be left, and I guess any one of the others might be too, except Uncle Theo[,] 
Aunt Julia or Uncle Ten Eyck or Aunt Jennie or Maggie or Ed, but I’d choose Ada rather than any 
one of Uncle Theo’s children, for I dont feel that I owe them as much as I do Ada, & I certainly 



dont care as much for them.  We cant figure out now about who we’ll invite, & who we will 
leave out, but if we once begin, once it will be hard to draw the line, and I want my friends 
here, as much for my own satisfaction as for theirs, tho’ I do take their feelings into acc’t.  I 
know that you feel the same, but you will insist that I am anxious to have a big show, and that if 
I want one now, I’ll be sure to want it afterwards, and be unhappy if I cant have it.  Our wedding 
concerns our friends far more than our life afterwards, that is if we invite them to be present.  If 
we dont, of course we needn’t consider what they would like for supper, or whether they 
would approve of doing without supper, but if they are invited for a special occasion we have 
got to make some kind of spread, tho’ it isn’t likely to be at all elaborate.  Now perhaps you 
dont understand me yet about this thing, but if you dont wont you please [ill.] try to take my 
word for something, and believe me when I tell you, that living in style isn’t necessary to my 
happiness, and I can be happy with you if we live very plainly.  I bet you any thing that you 
never have lived as plainly as we used to in Cala.  After papa’s death we had to leave our home 
and have everything very different, and I guess you have never lived as we did then unless it 
was when you were on the “Victor.”  But was my life in Cala. unhappy?  I have had far more 
since I we came East & yet you know I was homesick for years.  I cant help feeling hurt when 
you feel so about me, for I think I have a contented disposition, tho’ it isn’t perfect in other 
respects.  I can adapt myself to circumstances, and be as contented as anyone, and I dont 
believe I’ll complain of plain living any more than you will.  In fact I know I’ll be contented with 
less.  Last summer you often complained of the suppers when I tho’t they were very nice & 
plenty good enough, and this wasn’t always when you had been working either.  It was so 
sometimes when you had not been doing anything to speak for all day, and the girls had all 
done more[,] far more than you had, & you were dissatisfied because there wasn’t any thing 
hearty.  Now I guess I’ll have to say good night for it is getting late.  I hope you will try to believe 
me.  Oh by the way I noticed a mistake in my letter this afternoon which I meant to correct and 
I dont think I did it.  I dont know why I forgot it.  I make the mistake often, and tho’ I know 
better I dont think I’ll ever get over it.  I will write foregranted, instead of for granted.  It is too 
stupid for anything, but it is one of my slips. 
       Now darling all the other things I meant to say must be left out, for I cant sit up any 
longer.  I knew if I once got at this subject I’d have a hard time to get talked out, but I’m not 
going to write any more about it now, for if you dont take my word for is this time, there is no 
use in talking any more about it.  You’ll have to worry over your absurd fears and doubts about 
me if you will, and I cant help myself.  It is awfully mean for you to think such horrid things 
about me.  I wish you would not, but I love you just the same even if it does hurt & worry me 
when you feel so.  My heart is all yours and I cant take it back even if I wanted it, but I dont, & 
am happy to have you keep it. 
         Goodnight darling with love everlasting, and strong under all circumstances, for better 
for worse for richer for poorer in sickness and in health 
            forever your own 
                  Effie. 
 
Monday A.M. 
        Mrs. Hull says buttermilk is the best thing for poison.  I dont know whether you can get 
it but you might try it if you can, for it cant do you any harm to soak you feet in it. 



                                                                                                              Monday P.M. 
Darling darling Harry I have only time for a word more.  Your letter rec’d this A.M. and 

my love it was such a sweet letter and did me so much good.  I had to go down town and see 
Mrs. McDonald.  Her daughter will begin tomorrow.  I will commence my Orange lessons on 
Friday and will soon be very busy.  Mrs. Shaw was the one who recommended me to Mrs. McD. 
and she says the Shaws are still at Long Branch, that they expect to stay several weeks later.   
She thinks Willie Shaw will begin lessons this fall and that I’ll have Mamie & Willie both.  That 
would be very nice.  She says she thinks W. will stir Mamie up for he says he is going to get 
ahead of her if she dont work, and Mrs. McD. thinks he will work hard.  I must mail this at once. 
       Goodbye my own darling Harry with endless love from your own 
                Effie 
 
  I told you I’d try & send flourishes sometime.  You know you said last summer that you 
admired them on Belle’s letters. 
 
 


